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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 
 

[Posted: May 17, 2022—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are higher this morning. In 

Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 index is currently up 1.8% from its prior close. In Asia, the MSCI 

Asia Apex 50 index closed up 3.0%. Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite 

and the Shenzhen Composite up 0.7%. U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher open. 

With 458 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q1 2022 earnings stand at $54.40, lower than 

the $54.70 forecast for the quarter. The forecast reflects a 4.7% increase from Q1 2021 earnings. 

Thus far this quarter, 77.3% of the companies have reported earnings above forecast, while 

19.2% have reported earnings below forecast.  
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (5/9/2022) (with associated podcast): “Parsing the 

World’s New Geopolitical Blocs” 

• Weekly Energy Update (5/11/2022): U.S. commercial crude oil inventories jump in the 

wake of the highest SPR withdrawal in history.  

• Asset Allocation Quarterly - Q2 2022 (4/21/2022): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q2 2022 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (5/2/2022) (with associated podcast): “The FOMC Speaks” 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (3/25/2022): “The 2022 Outlook: Update #1” 

• Current Perspectives: “2022 Outlook: Update #1” (2/18/2022) 

• Charts Worth Noting:  The “Fed put” appears to have expired. 

 

Today, we open our Comment with an update on the Russia-Ukraine war, where the Russian 

offensives still seem to be stalled, and Ukraine continues to build its momentum.  We next 

review a range of international and U.S. developments with the potential to affect the financial 

markets.  Finally, we have the latest news on the coronavirus pandemic. 

 

Russia-Ukraine:  Russian forces apparently failed to make any significant territorial gains in 

either eastern or southeastern Ukraine yesterday.  Indeed, the Ukrainian forces’ counteroffensive 

around Kharkiv has reportedly pushed the Russian troops there all the way to the Russia-Ukraine 

border.  Perhaps just as important, Russian military bloggers and pundits are now openly 

criticizing Russia’s performance in the war.  That could potentially lead to a broader social 

disenchantment with the war and growing political problems for President Putin.  At the same 
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time, Ukrainian leaders have been emboldened and are now forming more expansive war aims, 

including a stretch goal of regaining control over Crimea and the areas in eastern Ukraine that 

were seized by Russian forces in 2014.  A particular worry is that Russia could first try to annex 

those territories de facto into Russia itself.  Any Ukrainian counterattack could then be deemed 

an attack on Russia itself and potentially trigger nuclear retaliation from the Kremlin. 

• Echoing our belief that the war has accelerated deglobalization and the fracturing of the 

world into at least two main geopolitical and economic blocs, the chief executives of 

Chevron (CVX, $173.01) and Woodside Petroleum (WOPEY, $21.68) said Russia would 

probably be permanently shut out of the global energy market once Europe weans itself 

off the country’s oil and gas.  Seeing unflinching resolve by the Europeans, the CEOs 

predicted profitable new opportunities for producers in the U.S. and Australia. 

o All the same, near-term European energy politics remain fraught.  Most 

importantly, Hungary continues to resist the new EU proposal to ban imports of 

Russian oil and oil products. 

o Illustrating how the more authoritarian leaders in the U.S.-led bloc are trying to 

milk the war, the Hungarian foreign minister yesterday said his country would 

drop its opposition to the Russian oil ban if the EU provided €15-18 billion to 

fund “a total modernization of Hungary’s energy structure.” 

o EU foreign policy chief Borrell said it still may take weeks for the EU to agree on 

a Russian oil ban.   

• In yet another sign that the U.S. and the Europeans are coalescing into a tightly knit bloc, 

senior U.S. and EU officials yesterday unveiled initiatives to better align their policies 

and work in ten areas, including high-tech supply chains, artificial intelligence, 

international industrial standards, and global food security. 

• Facing the reality that his military is failing and could soon become a spent force, 

President Putin signaled he would tolerate Finland and Sweden joining NATO.  

However, he also warned that Russia would respond if the alliance installed military 

bases or equipment in either country.  Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov 

took a harder line, warning that the action by Finland and Sweden will have far-reaching 

consequences, and that Russia won’t “simply put up with it.” 

• Despite Russia’s stumbles and Ukraine’s successful defense elsewhere in the country, 

Ukrainian fighters holed up in the Azovstal Steel Plant in the southeastern port city of 

Mariupol have finally surrendered.  The move gives Russia complete control of the 

destroyed city. 

 

European Central Bank:  Dutch central bank chief Klaas Knot, one of the top inflation hawks 

on the ECB’s policy committee, warned the body may hike its benchmark interest rate by an 

aggressive 50 basis points in July rather than the 25 basis points suggested by ECB President 

Lagarde.  The statement has pushed the euro up more than 1% to $1.0537 so far this morning. 

 

France:  President Macron has named Élisabeth Borne as his new prime minister.  The choice of 

Borne, a technocrat who previously served as Macron’s labor minister, shows the pro-business 
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president is tacking leftward before voters head to the polls in mid-June to elect members of the 

National Assembly. 

• Borne was once chief of staff to Ségolène Royal, a Socialist Party heavyweight, who 

mounted a high-profile yet unsuccessful presidential campaign in 2007. 

• Macron’s party is expected to win a majority of the 577 seats in the legislature in the 

election, but some potential supporters have been drifting toward leftist candidates. 

 

China Equity Markets:  Analysts at JPMorgan (JPM, $118.26) upgraded seven major Chinese 

technology companies to “overweight” recommendations after cutting them “underweight” in 

March.  The analysts upgraded several other Chinese stocks to “neutral” from “underweight.”  

The upgrades are particularly notable because JPMorgan had called a swath of the Chinese tech 

sector “uninvestable” just two months ago. 

• In that instance, draft analyst reports had called dozens of the tech firms uninvestable. 

• When compliance officials asked to soften those assessments, the analysts inadvertently 

let several of the reports get published with the “uninvestable” language unchanged. 

 

Global Cryptocurrency Market:  New data show investors have yanked $7 billion from Tether 

since the world’s biggest stablecoin briefly lost its peg against the U.S. dollar last week.  The 

data show Tether’s market value has fallen by 9% since May 12, to $76 billion, as tokens have 

been removed from circulation to meet redemption requests.  Coupled with last week’s collapse 

of stablecoin TerraUSD after it “broke the buck,” the figures point to continued concerns that 

stablecoins may be more “runnable” than previously realized. 

 

Global Market for Traditional Currencies:  Against the backdrop of geopolitical tensions, 

high inflation, differing interest-rate trajectories in different countries, and volatile bond markets, 

an index measuring swings in currencies linked to the Group of Seven countries has jumped 

more than 70% this year. One measure of volatility in the euro has more than doubled since 

November, picking up mostly in March.  The increased volatility, in part, reflects how many 

currencies have been losing value as the dollar strengthens. 

 

U.S. Baby Formula Market:  Responding to the mass shortage of baby formula following the 

shutdown of a key production plant in February for sanitation issues, officials at the FDA said 

they are taking steps to ease imports of foreign formula.  Foreign manufacturers will first have to 

apply with the FDA to be able to ship their formula to the U.S., and then the agency will have to 

conduct a review to assure quality control and safety.  The FDA and Abbott Labs (ABT, 

$109.71) also reached an agreement allowing the shuttered formula plant to reopen. 

 

COVID-19:  Official data show confirmed cases have risen to  522,144,155 worldwide, with 

6,267,417 deaths.  The countries currently reporting the highest rates of new infections include 

Germany, the U.S., France, and South Korea (For an interactive chart that allows you to compare 

cases and deaths among countries, scaled by population, click here.)  In the U.S., confirmed 

cases rose to 82,613,620, with 999,842 deaths.  In data on the U.S. vaccination program, the 

number of people considered fully vaccinated now totals 220,618,615, equal to 66.4% of the 

total population. 
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Virology 

• The seven-day average of people hospitalized with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 in 

the U.S. came in at 22,075 yesterday.  The tally of people hospitalized with COVID-19 is 

now up 26% from two weeks earlier, although it remains relatively low. 

• Yesterday, the FDA authorized the first nonprescription test that can detect COVID-19, 

influenza, and respiratory syncytial virus, or RSV. 

o The test, by Laboratory Corporation of America (LH, $242.38), can be sold 

directly to consumers online or at retail.  Consumers collect a nasal-swab sample 

themselves before sending the sample to Labcorp for analysis. 

o The test kit costs $169 but comes at no upfront cost to those who meet clinical 

guidelines and have insurance. People without insurance would have to pay in 

advance when ordering a kit. 

• In China, the latest wave of infections remains tiny compared with many other countries, 

but President Xi’s strict “zero-COVID” policies continue weighing on economic activity 

and even sparking some protests. 

o While Shanghai’s falling infections allowed the local government to ease some 

lockdown restrictions yesterday, authorities in Beijing are tightening that city’s 

restrictions. 

o Over the weekend, dozens of students at Beijing’s prestigious Peking University 

protested after barricades were erected without notice at an off-campus residence 

hall, restricting their space for movement and access to the compound’s gate. 

o Posts about the incident were quickly deleted, and key search words related to the 

protest were blocked from Chinese social media. 

• In North Korea, new “fever” cases—a proxy for COVID-19 infections—totaled 390,000 

on Sunday alone, bringing the official total to over 1.2 million since the first fever cases 

were reported a week ago.  Health experts say that without vaccines and testing capacity, 

the country risks being overwhelmed by a health crisis not seen since it suffered a famine 

that killed over a million people in the 1990s. 

 

Economic and Financial Market Impacts 

• China’s latest draconian lockdowns have led to a shortage of a dye widely used in 

medical scans, prompting U.S. hospitals, including the Mayo Clinic, to ration supplies, 

postpone procedures, or switch to less optimal imaging. 

o The world’s supply of the dye comes from a single plant in Shanghai, and the 

authorities had shut that plant for several weeks during the spring as it locked 

down the city in an effort to contain the spread of COVID-19.  The plant has since 

been reopened, but it is still only operating at 50% of its capacity. 

o The reckless reliance on a single plant for the dye reflects the ethos of 

globalization after the Cold War.  Factors like geopolitics, populism, and the 

pandemic have now shown that the world may not be as peaceful or stable as 

necessary for hyper-efficient supply chains and just-in-time inventories.  

 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html?name=styln-coronavirus&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=LegacyCollection&variant=1_BlueLink&is_new=false
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/shanghai-takes-first-step-in-lockdown-exit-as-tensions-rise-in-beijing-11652716609
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/hospitals-cancel-medical-scans-because-of-dye-shortage-11652788981?mod=hp_featst_pos4
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U.S. Economic Releases  

 

Retail spending was strong in March in April, according to the Census Bureau.  The surge in 

spending suggests consumer demand remains strong.   Retail sales rose 0.9% from the prior 

month, below expectations of a rise of 1.0%.  Excluding autos, retail sales rose 0.6% from the 

previous month compared to expectations of 0.4%.  Core retail sales, which excludes auto and 

gas, rose 1.0% from the prior month compared to expectations of 0.7%.  Lastly, the retail sales 

control group, which excludes auto, gas and building material, rose 1.0% from the prior month 

compared to expectations of 0.7%. 

 

 
 

The chart above shows the annual change in retail sales.  In April, retail sales rose 8.2% from the 

prior year. The increase is well below the last year’s pace but solidly above the historical norm.  

However, inflation does appear to be slowing spending.  Last month, the rise in CPI outpaced the 

increase in retail sales. 

 

The table below shows any economic releases and/or Federal Reserve events scheduled for the 

rest of today. 

 

 

EST Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:15 Industrial Production m/m Apr 0.5% 0.9% ***

9:15 Capacity Utilization m/m Apr 78.6% 78.3% **

9:15 Manufacturing (SIC) Production m/m Apr 0.4% 0.9% **

10:00 Business Inventories m/m Mar 1.9% 1.5% **

10:00 NAHB Housing Market Index m/m May 75.0 77.0 **

EST Speaker or Event

8:00 James Bullard Discusses Economic Outlook President of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

9:15 Patrick Harker Discusses Healthcare as Economic Driver President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

12:30 Neel Kashkari Takes Part in Moderated Townhall Discussion President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

14:00 Jerome Powell Interviewed During WSJ Live Event Chairman of the Board of Governors

14:30 Loretta Mester Gives Opening Remarks to Panel on Inflation President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland

16:45 Charles Evans Discusses the Economic Outlook President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

Economic Releases

Federal Reserve

District or Position
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Charts Worth Noting:  When equities fell sharply in 1987, Chair Greenspan announced the 

Federal Reserve was prepared to provide liquidity to the financial markets.  Although it wasn’t 

clear exactly what he meant (the Fed wasn’t buying equities, after all), it suggested that under 

conditions of market instability, the Fed would ride to the rescue.  It was a change from earlier 

policy when policymakers seemed indifferent to equity market behavior.  When the Long-Term 

Capital Management crisis hit in 1998, the Fed lowered rates to boost market liquidity.  

Thereafter, when financial stress rose, the Fed usually eased credit conditions.  This action 

became known as the “Fed put” and implied that the Fed would act to support financial markets.  

Although policy actions didn’t always lead to a recovery in the stock market, the general belief 

has been that policymakers would move to ease financial conditions in a crisis.  In recent years, 

the Fed has ended tightening in the face of falling equity values (e.g., the Christmas bear market 

in 2018) or moved rapidly 

to arrest a downturn (e.g., 

the pandemic in March 

2020). 

However, recent Fed 

behavior suggests the Fed 

put may have expired.  

This chart shows the ratio 

of the weekly Friday close 

of the S&P 500 relative to 

its recent Friday high over 

the past 52 weeks.  In the 

past, when equities fell 

10% or more, the Fed 

stopped tightening (2016, 

2018) or cut rates (1998).  

Note that equities by this 

measure are down nearly 

20%, and the Fed is tightening, shown by a rising lower blue line, which shows the change in the 

fed funds target rate.  This behavior argues that, in the face of elevated inflation, the Fed is 

willing to tolerate higher levels of financial stress, as indicated by weakness in equities.   

 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis. The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below. Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators. The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important. We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change. Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market. Red 

indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are following 

closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions. We will add a 

paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
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Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis. Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above. We will add a paragraph below if a 

certain move merits further explanation. 
 

 
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

 

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China FX Net Settlement - Clients CNY m/m Apr 97.3b 126.6b * Equity and bond neutral

Japan Machine Tool Orders y/y Apr 25.0% 30.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Tertiary Industry Index m/m Mar 1.3% -1.3% 1.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

Australia ANZ Roy Morgan Consumer Confidence w/w 15-May 89.3 90.5 *** Equity and bond neutral

India Wholesale Prices y/y Apr 15.1% 14.6% 14.9% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

New Zealand Non Resident Bond Holdings m/m Apr 58.6% 59.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone Employment y/y 1Q 2.6% 2.2% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

GDP SA y/y 1Q 5.1% 5.0% 5.0% *** Equity and bond neutral

France ILO Unemployment Rate q/q 1Q 7.3% 7.4% 7.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Trade Balance Total m/m Mar -84m -1662m ** Equity and bond neutral

Trade Balance EU m/m Mar 420m -115m ** Equity and bond neutral

CPI EU Harmonized YoY y/y Apr 6.3% 6.6% 6.6% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI FOI Index Ex Tobacco m/m Apr 109.7 109.9 *** Equity and bond neutral

Eurozone Trade Balance SA m/m Mar -17.6b -9.4b -17.8b ** Equity and bond neutral

U.K. Output Per Hour y/y 1Q -0.8% 0.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

Claimant Count Rate m/m Apr 4.1% 4.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

Jobless Claims Change m/m Apr -56.9k -46.9k ** Equity and bond neutral

Average Weekly Earnings 3M m/m Mar 7.0% 5.4% 5.4% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Brazil FIPE CPI - Weekly w/w 15-May 1.0% 1.3% 1.1% *** Equity and bond neutral

Canada Existing Home Sales m/m Apr -12.6% -5.4% -23.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 144 141 3 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 91 96 -5 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 54 45 9 Widening

U.S. Sibor/OIS spread (bps) 127 125 2 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 132 130 2 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.93 2.92 0.01 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -40 -41 1 Neutral

Currencies Direction

Dollar Flat Up

Euro Up Down

Yen Down Down

Pound Down Down

Franc Down Down

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

PBOC 1-Yr Lending Facility Rate 2.850% 2.850% 2.850% On Forecast

PBOC 1-Yr Lending Facility Volume 100b 150b 100b On Forecast
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Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer-than-normal temperatures in Texas, 

the Pacific and the South, with cooler-than-normal temperatures in the Northwest and Northern 

Rockies. The forecasts call for wetter-than-normal conditions throughout the East Coast and the 

Southeast, with dry conditions expected for most of California and Nevada.  

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $114.97 $114.24 0.64%

WTI $114.77 $114.20 0.50%

Natural Gas $8.09 $7.96 1.70%

Crack Spread $52.76 $52.94 -0.33%

12-mo strip crack $36.86 $36.84 0.03%

Ethanol rack $2.94 $2.92 0.57%

Metals

Gold $1,828.40 $1,824.14 0.23%

Silver $21.78 $21.62 0.74%

Copper contract $425.80 $419.15 1.59%

Grains

Corn contract $801.00 $809.50 -1.05%

Wheat contract $1,222.50 $1,247.50 -2.00%

Soybeans contract $1,651.25 $1,656.50 -0.32%

Shipping

Baltic Dry Freight 3,085            3,104            -19

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 1.6

Gasoline (mb) -1.0

Distillates (mb) -0.8

Refinery run rates (%) 0.6%

Energy Markets

DOE Inventory Report
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U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 5/16/2022 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return. Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 5/16/2022 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily. The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

May 12, 2022 
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P/E as of 5/11/2022 = 19.7x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 19.7x, down 0.3x from last week. Lower index 

values and higher earnings lowered the multiple. 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q3, and Q4) and two estimates (Q1 and Q2). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process? 
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


